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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.4.8 

 

Please note that this update requires client installation! 

General 

 LREM-933LHL - If the logon to the database in medi2.dll failed, the failure was not logged. 

 JLIN-93SC4E - It was not possible to reuse a deleted Template number for Comments and Instructions. 

 JLIN-94XDEY - News: The field Additional name in the Update Part – Sales and Update Part – 
Purchase procedure now holds 4 x 80 characters. 

 JLIN-95WLMB - PopUp Parts with Active supplier only displayed parts with one Active supplier link. 

Manufacturing 

 KJAN-8GGD44 - The Maximize underlying levels function didn’t work when you opened the Manufacturing 
Order Info (F11) procedure. 

 BSAN-8TWBSQ - If a material had more than on location, you could report further quantity of that material 
in the Material Reporting procedure, even if the Manufacturing order had status 9 (historical). 

 SSÖG-8Z7DFP - MONITOR sent negative delivery schedule numbers from the Print Delivery Schedules – 
Subcontract procedure. 

 FPEN-93RHBY - It was not possible to make a printout of the content in the Man-hours tab in the Loading 
Selection procedure. 

 JLIN-94WBRW - News: The Log window in the Preparation procedure is enlarged. 

 JLIN-95TH2Z - You could get incorrect distribution of the price on incorporated S-parts if you had selected 
the price type Post-calculated mean price on the S-parts. The incorrect price distribution could occur in the 
following procedures: Pre-Calculation, Pre-Calculation Selection, Post-Calculation and Post-
Calculation Selection. 

Purchase 

 JLIN-8Y9BYF - The price could be incorrect in the Register Purchase Order procedure if you changed 
from alternate to standard unit and also used staggered prices. 

 JLIN-8ZZHF7 - It was only possible to save 20 digits in the Delivery note no field when making an arrival 
reporting in the Arrival Reporting procedure. Now you can enter and save 35 digits. 

 MARN-92RC5K - The Undo Arrival Reporting procedure didn’t create any Delivery note number in the 
Arrival log even if you entered a number during the reporting. 

 BSAN-94NFUA - The Order List – Purchase procedure classified on anything but Order number gave 
empty pages in the printout. 

 MARN-94UDMZ - Some fields in the Part List – Purchase procedure was hidden by the Comment if you 

had the Setting "Distribute purchase between several suppliers?" on the Purchase tab. 

 MARN-95AE7X - It was possible to Report receiving inspection and get several To stock reportings on the 
same purchase order. 

 BKNN-95DCYU - Some settings in the International payment on supplier could give incorrect SEPA payment 
files in the Electronic Notification LB / FB procedure. 
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 BKNN-95DEUB - If you renamed a supplier and also had that supplier loaded in the Register Supplier 
Invoice procedure, there could be problems when final coding the invoice. 

 BKNN-95GMZP - The payment file could become incorrect in the Electronic Notification LB / FB 
procedure if you used the adaptation no. 456 (Citibank Europe) and made an express payment, 

 SHYS-95LJK3 - We have made some adjustments in the payment file format Citibank Europe (adaptation 
456) that is used in the Electronic Notification LB / FB procedure. 

 BSAN-95QBLE - If you changed Staggered purchase prices on a part, the Price change log displayed 
incorrect supplier on the price change in question. 

Sales 

 JEDS-8RJDWH - News: The Setting "Assign order number from the customer's order number?" is changed 
to "Order number during Import EDI Orders". The new setting also got several options in the drop-down 
menu. 

 JLIN-8S4L2U - Product group was not displayed for Tools and Services in the Order List – Sales 
procedure, classified on Product group. 

 ÖBRN-8Y3KBF - The Comprehensive invoice for the delivery could be incorrect if you used invoicing plans 
and made partial deliveries. 

 MARN-93RDHJ - The Check Delivery Times procedure didn’t take any consideration to the loading in 
Work centers without link to a department. 

 AFOG-93ZLYV - The date format M/D/YYYY was not interpreted as a date in the Del. date field on Customer 
order. This resulted in that the transport time set on the customer, if any, was disabled. 

  FOHN-93YL8U - Dispatch advice e-mail with a Goods searching link for Unifaun and Schenker was always 
displayed in Swedish. Now it can be displayed in Swedish, English or Finnish. 

 SHYS-94PBDZ - News: Easy invoice Crystal reports forms will now be included as standard in the system. 

 KFTM-94PE7T - The Factoring information was not displayed on MONITORS standard Crystal Reports forms 
(i.e. the different invoice forms). 

 FOHN-94QFSV - Print of receipt was not made for Unifaun shippers in the Print Shipping Documents 
procedure. Now the printer that is used to print shipping documents will be used for the print of receipt. 

 JLIN-94UDXD - It was not possible to change status to 9 (Order) without creating a linked Order to the 
Quote. Now it’s possible to select Status 9 on the Main tab in the Register Quote procedure and press 
Cancel and then save the Quote. 

 JLIN-955LNW - If you had created a Total price row on an order or quote where the rows before the total 
price calculation contained a discount, the discount was not reset if you removed the calculated Total price. 

 JLIN-956GWD - Rows in the Register Quote procedure could get today’s date if you deleted all rows and 
then inserted a row. 

 JELA-95ADVM - You can enter information about day and time for pick-up manually in the Print Shipping 
Documents procedure. Previously was the information left in the field even if you tried to delete the 
information. 

 JLIN-95DB9N - The decimals on discount were not displayed if you didn’t have focus on the field. This error 

occurred in the Part List – Sales and Price List – Sales procedures. 

 JLIN-95KKEZ - The Part was deleted in the database if you removed the price of the Part in the Price 
Adjustment procedure. 

 SHYS-95LB7C - News: Now it’s possible to enter negative numbers in the field Insurance cost in the 
Update Customer procedure. 

 JLIN-95PKTF - Delivery method could only be entered with two digits in the Register Customer Order 
and Register Quote procedures. 
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 AFOG-95RM8Q - The Shipment List procedure, list type Status didn’t display "Only dispatch advised 
shipments". 

 JLIN-95SHW6 - It was only possible to change status to maximum 6 in the Quote List procedure, 
classified on Probability. Now it’s possible to change status to maximum 8. 

 JEDS-965DZM - The Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure could create a negative quantity on the 
Customer order. 

 SHYS-967L8R - If you created a Credit invoice by copying the information from a debit invoice, the 
quantity on the order row was missing. 

 SHYS-96EGEV - The reference number that is used on invoices in Finland was not printed on the forms in 
the Print EDI Invoices procedure. 

 SSÖG-96FBZU - If an e-mail address consisted of more than 35 characters, the XML-file of the Order 
confirmation to send by e-mail was not created in the Register Customer Order procedure. Now the 
system can manage e-mail addresses that consists max 80 characters. 

Inventory 

 RDJF-8BFKEZ - When you selected a regular printer and A5 in the Print Part Label procedure, labels for 
all locations were loaded even if you only had entered one specific location. 

 RDJF-8E6EET - If you entered Serial number in the Register Nonconformity procedure, the Part number 
wasn’t loaded from the Product register. 

 BSAN-8W4B3Y - It was possible to create nonconformities without nonconformity number by using Save 
as… in the Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 BSAN-93DEZA - The tabs in the Part Info (F12) procedure could be completely blank when you changed 
the procedures window size. 

 JLIN-94TLD4 - The Price Development procedure didn’t display any data when displaying the list unless 
you first changed Classification term. 

 JLIN-94WD8S - When you created purchase orders from the Purchase Order Suggestion procedure, the 
delivery addresses could be incorrect if you tried to create orders for all Warehouses at the same time. This 
error could only occur in systems with the supplement Warehouse management. 

 KJAN-959KAB - The Requirement Calculation procedure didn’t display any rows in the Display List 
window if you hadn’t activated the option Order suggestions under the section Show. 

 FPEN-95AE27 - The Inventory diff could be incorrectly calculated in the Physical Inventory List 
Reporting procedure if you filtered the list before reporting and had a Part with alternate unit in focus 
before filtering. 

 JELA-95JKLJ - If you had several Supplier links to the same supplier on the same part, but didn’t have 
multiple locations activated, MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you opened the Part Info 
(F12) procedure with the part active. 

 JLIN-95PHLP - It wasn’t possible to register projects without Manufacturing order numbers in the Register 
Nonconformity procedure. 

 JLIN-95PLFR - The Comment button was not included in the Tab-order on the rows in the Unplanned 

Stock Movements procedure. 

 JLIN-962AGB - Distributed purchase gave incorrect "Your part no." on the alternate suppliers in the 
Purchase Order Suggestion procedure. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-94WH34 - The Codes procedure didn’t have any scrollbar in the field Cost types. 
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Accounting 

 KFTM-953JCX - If you extended an Accounting year, it was impossible to fill data in an existing registered 
budget. 

 LREM-95YES6 - If you imported a SIE filet o MONITOR in any of the versions 7.4.5, 7.4.6 or 7.4.7, the 
voucher was stuck in the Balance Check / Find Error procedure 

General Settings 

 JWEN-92FMKH - An Agent run that went wrong during Send Notification wasn’t logged. 

 SOLN-93MK4P - News: Now an Inter-company user can be logged on to several companies at the same 
time. This is possible from a single computer when integrated logon is selected for the user. 

 JLIN-94QGUQ - The user right "Cannot delete" now also applies when the Customer order has status 1. It 
also applies on order rows. 

 BKNN-94WETQ - The Start page components Invoicing log and Order inflow per customer displayed 
incorrect data when you classified on Customer name. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 BKNN-8MMDJH - If you used the supplement MONITOR Authorize, the Setting "Include consecutive no in 
the printout" didn’t work. 

 BKNN-94GLS8 - If you used EIM and added an annotation on a Supplier invoice, the annotation could 
disappear if you changed PDF viewer. Now a warning will be displayed if you change viewer and you cannot 
save new annotation if there are old ones. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement 
Electronic Invoice Management (EIM). 

 KFTM-95PE3Y - If you changed to an alternate viewer for a PDF invoice, the change was not saved. This 
error could only occur in systems with the supplement Electronic Invoice Management (EIM). 

Management Accounting 

 LREM-95SHRA - A program error occurred in version 07.04.07 that made it impossible to begin with the 
posterior coding of Calculation differences. This error could only occur if you had the price alternative: Pre-
calculated - Post-calculated SC% share of standard price for main part. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-92NK6E - A program error occurred when saving after removing a comment in the Configuration 
window. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

 CSIG-955J4C - The scrollbar in the Variables procedure was not completely displayed and it was 
impossible to scroll to the bottom to see the last variable. This could only occur in systems with the 
supplement Product Configurator. 

 CSIG-95DBAS - Price Formulas, quantity formulas and variable formulas worked in different ways if you 
changed values manually. Now the values that are calculated, regardless of the formula, will work in the 
same way when the value is changed manually. In short, if a value is changed manually, then this value is 
valid until some variable value that is included in the formula is changed, and the formula value will be 
recalculated. This value will then overwrite the manually entered value. If the selection alternative (whose 
value you had changed manually) is removed and then selected once again, the formula value will again be 
the valid value. This could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

 CSIG-95GE7P - It was possible to write in the Rf(x) button in the Update Configuration Group 
procedure, which should not be possible. 
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 CSIG-95LCCE - Selections that were included by Formula rules were not always included when the 
Selection group first have been excluded and was of the type Not mandatory sel. This error could only 
occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 


